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1. Context and motivation 

The “Asgardia Standards Act”, states that Asgardian Standards should be defined, clearly 
recognizable and easily accessible, maintained by an Asgardian institute. It also states that the 
requirements regarding compliancy to Asgardian Standards should be described and that it 
should be possible by a second, independent organization, to formally check and confirm the 
compliance to Asgardian Standards. That first institute is the AIS, the Asgardia Institute of 
Standards, the second one is ACQia, the Institute of Asgardia for the Assurance of Compliance 
and Quality. 
 
At this moment, that Act has not yet been formally accepted by the Parliament, so AIS and 
ACQia cannot yet be established, but at the same time the Ministry of Trade and Commerce 
is busy to make it possible for a few hundred companies and other organizations to start up 
within the realm of Asgardia.  
 
To assist those startups in the context of the usage of standards, it is deemed important that 
some supporting structure is already to be established. Not only the definition of standards, but 
especially the check and confirmation of compliancy to standards would be useful for those 
startups.  
 
This document describes a proposal to establish a temporary structure Pre-AIS, a precursor to 
AIS, to be active until the “Asgardia Standards Act” is formally activated and the AIS is fully 
established and functional. The present document is accompanied by the “Pre-ACQia 
Handbook”, which describes the Pre-ACQia. 
 

2. Goal 

The goals of this Pre-AIS are: 

• assist startups and other bodies within Asgardia and interacting with Asgardia, with matters 
relating to Asgardian (Transitional) Standards; 

• encourage the creation and establishment of Asgardian (Transitional) Standards; 

• draft and establish Asgardian Transitional Mandatory and Asgardian Transitional 
Recommendatory Standards (note that Asgardian Standards will always be Transitional 
within the Pre-AIS, since regular Asgardian Standards can only be established by the AIS); 

• in an evolutionary way improve the organizational structure, the procedures and other 
aspects of the Pre-AIS, with the intention to pave the way for a smooth establishment of the 
AIS. 

 
Using and running Pre-AIS should be easy, efficient and cost-effective in resources and 
money. The Pre-AIS should be professional and agile. 
 
Via the Pre-AIS, Asgardian Standards are created and modified, but also the Pre-AIS itself will 
be modified, since one of the goals of this precursor is to learn and improve. 
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3. Implementation 

Asgardian Standards are: 

• written down in separate documents, 

• by a Standard Establishment Committee, 

• approved by a Confirmation Committee via a Confirmation Statement. 
 
An Asgardian Standard is either a Recommendatory Asgardian Standard or a Mandatory 
Asgardian Standard. Asgardian Standards created or modified in the context of the Pre-AIS 
are called “Asgardian Transitional Standards” (instead of “Asgardian Standards”). Asgardian 
Transitional Standards are not yet compulsory, since the AIS has not yet been formally 
established and supported by a law, but it is recommended to treat them as regular Asgardian 
Standards. For Asgardian Standards the following applies:  
 

entities within Asgardia and interactions with Asgardia: 

• should comply to the Mandatory Asgardian Standards,  
and they should specify how, 

• and should: 
o either comply to Recommendatory Asgardian Standards,  

and they should specify how,  
o or explain why they do not, and they should explain why not,  

and to what alternative standards they do comply to. 

 
Asgardia (Transitional) Standards may be written specifically for Asgardia, but they can also 
refer to existing terrestrial standards. In the latter case, reference to international and widely 
accepted standards is preferred. 
 
The Pre-AIS is led by a Management Team which does the daily operations of the AIS, makes 
decisions when appropriate and maintains all Pre-AIS documentation, including the Asgardian 
Standards.  
 
The procedures on creating and modifying Asgardian Standards are specified in chapter 4.  
The procedures on modifying the Pre-AIS itself, including its procedures, are specified in 
chapter 5. The Pre-AIS does the administration of the Asgardian Standards and maintains 
its own work program and documentation set – see chapter 6 for more information.  
Abbreviations are explained in chapter 9. 
 
The procedure for modifying the Pre-AIS itself is very similar to that of modifying an Asgardian 
Standard: a Handbook Modification Establishment Committee makes the modification to the 
present document (the Pre-AIS Handbook), and a Confirmation Committee approves it via a 
Confirmation Statement. 
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The visual interface of the Pre-AIS is a website, which: 

• provides information on the Pre-AIS, among others via a short presentation, including a 
description of the structure of the Pre-AIS 

• presents all Asgardian Standards (and facilitates browsing and searching) 

• presents all Pre-AIS procedures 

• gives access to other documentation of the Pre-AIS 

• provides a means of contact, for information, for request of modification of Asgardian 
Standards and of the Pre-AIS itself  

The content of the website is derived from Pre-AIS documents, among others from the present 
document (the Pre-AIS Handbook). Wherever possible, it is avoided to make copies, to prevent 
extra maintenance, but instead the original documents are referenced (and copied onto the 
website, in PDF format). The content of the website is not officially confirmed via Conformation 
Statements (but the files on it are). 
 
Access to the website is free, but parts can be shielded with a password. Admin access is 
secured.  
 
Other Pre-AIS documentation includes: 

• the administration of Asgardian Standards (and of course the Asgardian Standards 
themselves) 

• the administration of Confirmation Statements (and of course the Confirmation Statements 
themselves) 

• the administration of the Pre-AIS and its Work Program 

• the administration of "Activity IDs", unique numbers that identify all kind of documents 

• the startup documentation of the Pre-AIS itself 
 
Auditing of an entity (like a component, product, services or organization) against an 
Asgardian Standard is done by an independent organization, ACQia, the Institute of Asgardia 
for the Assurance of Compliance and Quality. See the Pre-ACQia Handbook. 
 
Without the explicit acceptance of compliancy to Asgardian Standards by ACQia, the Ministry 
of Manufacturing will not allow entities within Asgardia and interactions with Asgardia to 
engage in their activities (note that this does not apply to Asgardian Transitional Standards). 
 
The Pre-AIS is financed in two ways: 

• receiving part of the fees obtained by the Pre-ACQia 

• requesting fees for assistance provided 
The finances of the Pre-AIS and the Pre-ACQia are managed by the ACQia Treasurer. For 
further information see chapter 7. 
 
The Pre-AIS is a purely online organization, it does not have a physical office. 
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The Pre-AIS, the Pre-ACQia and role of the Pre-ACQia Treasurer are all established via the 
Initial Confirmation Committee via the Initial Confirmation Statement. This is described in the 
“Procedure: Establishment of the Pre-AIS”.  Chapter 8 elaborates how the Pre-AIS paves the 
way for the AIS. 
 

The Pre-AIS Management Team consists of: 

• the Minister of Manufacturing, which is also the main contact of the Pre-AIS, 
seconded by the Chair of the Parliamentary Committee of Manufacturing; 

• the Minister of Trade and Commerce, seconded by the Chair of the 
Parliamentary Committee of Trade and Commerce. 

 
The Pre-ACQia Management Team consists of: 

• the Minister of Justice, which is also the main contact of ACQia, seconded by 
the Chair of the Parliamentary Committee of Justice,  

• Minister of Equity and Resources, seconded by the Chair of the Parliamentary 
Committee of Equity and Resources. 

 
The Pre-ACQia Treasurer is implemented in the person of: 

• the Minister of Finance, seconded by the Chair of the Parliamentary Committee 
of Finance. 

 
All publications of the Pre-AIS are subject to the Asgardia Copyright Law. 
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4. Procedures on Asgardian Standards 

 
First two definitions: 

• Confirmation Committee 
o a Confirmation Committee signs a Confirmation Statement 
o it is an ad-hoc group: it is created just before the act of signing and is discontinued 

right after that 
o it consists of: 

▪ fixed members 

• the Minister of Manufacturing 

• the Chair of the Parliamentary Committee of Manufacturing 
▪ variable members 

• at least one other Minister 

• at least one other Chair or Vice Chair of another Parliamentary 
Committee 

• Establishment Committee 
o a temporary group gathered to create or modify an object, like an Asgardian 

Standard or a document, like the Pre-AIS Handbook 
o as soon as all relevant parties agree on its content, the group writes a Confirmation 

Statement 
o after this Confirmation Statement is signed by a corresponding Confirmation 

Committee, the object becomes definitive and Pre-AIS administered it and 
publishes it on the website 

 
Procedure: Establishment of a Confirmation Committee 
(this is a generic procedure, not only in the context of Asgardian Standards) 

1. Initiator: describe the goal (what will this Confirmation Committee confirm) 
2. Initiator: request an Activity ID from Pre-AIS administration (if not yet done) 
3. Initiator: collect members for the Confirmation Committee 
4. Confirmation Committee members (each): confirm via mail to the Initiator 
5. Pre-AIS: validate Confirmation Committee composition, confirm this via mail to the 

Initiator 
6. Pre-AIS: update administration 

 
Procedure: Confirmation  
(this is a generic procedure; it can among others confirm an Asgardian Standard or a 
document, like the Pre-AIS Handbook) 

1. Initiator: perform the “Procedure: Establishment of a Confirmation Committee” (if not yet 
done) 

2. Initiator: write the Confirmation Statement 
3. Confirmation Committee: sign the Confirmation Statement (that is: each sign their own 

page and send the scan of that to the Initiator) 
4. Initiator: inform Pre-AIS administration 
5. Pre-AIS: update administration 
6. Pre-AIS: publish on the Pre-AIS website 
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Procedure: Creation or modification of an Asgardian Standard 

1. Initiator: describe the goal, the global content, which parts will be Mandatory and which 
parts Recommendatory, collect relevant files (those might become appendices), 
determine the intended Establishment Committee and the intended Confirmation 
Committee 

2. Initiator: request an Activity ID from Pre-AIS administration  
3. Establishment Committee: write the new document or update the existing one; version 

numbering:  
the original (definitive) document will be an X.0 version, the draft versions will be X.1, 
X.2 and so on 

4. In parallel: run “Procedure: Establishment of a Confirmation Committee”  
5. Establishment Committee: once everybody agrees, check with the Confirmation 

Committee whether they also agree 
6. Establishment Committee: finalize the document, so that its version becomes X+1.0 (so 

increasing the major version number and make it definitive) 
7. Establishment Committee: run “Procedure: Confirmation”  

Note that an Asgardian Standard can become obsolete, for example when it is replaced by 
another one or when multiple Asgardian Standards are combined. In such a case, this has to 
be written down in the Confirmation Statement, so that the Pre-AIS can update its 
administration accordingly. 
 
The “Procedure: Audit against an Asgardian Standard” is specified in the Pre-ACQia 
Handbook. 
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5. Procedures on the Pre-AIS itself 

 
Procedure: Establishment of the Pre-AIS and Pre-ACQia 
(including their Management Teams and the role of the ACQia Treasurer) 

1. Minister of Manufacturing: create all Pre-AIS documents and Pre-ACQia documents, 
plus a first set of Asgardian Transitional Standards 

2. Minister of Manufacturing: establish the Initial Confirmation Committee (Pre-AIS Activity 
ID = 1000) 

3. Initial Confirmation Committee: accept the Initial Confirmation Statement; 
this is the formal startup of the Pre-AIS and the Pre-ACQia 

4. Pre-AIS: ensure that the first set of Asgardian Transitional Standard get accepted 
5. Pre-AIS: start the first “Procedure: Pre-AIS Control Framework Execution”  
6. Pre-AIS: repeat this every 6 months 
7. Pre-ACQia: start the first “Procedure: Pre-ACQia Control Framework Execution”  
8. Pre-ACQia: repeat this every 6 months 

 
Procedure: Modification of the Pre-AIS  
(the Pre-AIS Handbook, including procedures therein, the Management Team) 

1. Initiator: determine the type of modification, its goal and the global description of the 
modification, collect relevant files (those might become appendices), determine the 
intended Establishment Committee and the intended Confirmation Committee 

2. Initiator: request an Activity ID from Pre-AIS administration  
3. Establishment Committee: write the new document or update the existing one; version 

numbering:  
the original (definitive) document will be an X.0 version, the draft versions will be X.1, 
X.2 and so on 

4. In parallel: run “Procedure: Establishment of a Confirmation Committee”  
5. Establishment Committee: once everybody agrees, check with the Confirmation 

Committee whether they also agree 
6. Establishment Committee: finalize the document, so that its version becomes X+1.0 (so 

increasing the major version number and make it definitive) 
7. Establishment Committee: run “Procedure: Confirmation”  

 
Procedure: Pre-AIS Work Program Execution 
(this procedure is run by the Pre-AIS every half year) 

1. Log all actions in the Pre-AIS Logbook 
2. See that the Pre-AIS Handbook and its procedures are up-to-date 
3. See that all Asgardian Standards are up-to-date 
4. See that new Asgardian Standards are created and implemented 
5. Monitor the creation and modification of Asgardian Standards 
6. Monitor the website and keep it up-to-date 
7. Monitor all Pre-AIS documents, keep them up-to-date and secure, perform backups 
8. Report to Cabinet (via the Prime Minister), to Parliament (via the Chair of Parliament) 

and to the Judiciary (via the Supreme Justice) 
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6. Administration 

The Pre-AIS maintains a number of administrations: 

• administration of Pre-AIS Activities 
o each Pre-AIS Activity has a unique ID, a 4 digit number starting at 1000 

(note that Pre-ACQia Activities start at 3000, AIS activities will start at 2000 and 
ACQia Activities will start at 4000) 

o Activity IDs are used for 
▪ the combination of an Establishment and a Confirmation 

(of an Asgardian Standard or an update to the Pre-AIS – procedures and 
other aspects) 

o the administration consists of a list with per row an Activity, with: 
▪ the Activity ID 
▪ the type of Activity: Asgardian Standard, update to the Pre-AIS,… 
▪ a summary 
▪ the initiator / contact 
▪ the initiation date 
▪ the closure date 

• administration of Asgardian Standards 
o each Asgardian Standard has a unique ID 

▪ the ID starts with “AS-”, for an Asgardian Standard, or “ATS-”, for an 
Asgardian Transitional Standard 

▪ then continues with a letter 

• “A” for Asgardian Standards focused on Asgardia internal affairs, like 
language and branding 

• “Q” for Asgardian Standards focused on quality assurance, like 
information security 

• “S” for Asgardian Standards focused on scientific aspects, like units 
and numbers 

(in the future, more letters might be added to this list) 
▪ and ends with an Activity ID 

o the administration consists of a list with per row the current information of each 
Asgardian Standard, with: 

▪ the ID of Asgardian Standard 
▪ the version, date and status (draft, definitive, obsolete) 
▪ a summary 
▪ the current contact 
▪ the filename of the Confirmation Statement  

(that file contains the Confirmation Committee) 
▪ the initiator  
▪ the initiation date 
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o plus a chronological log of all updates of the above list 
▪ date 
▪ ID of Asgardian Standard 
▪ old version, new version 
▪ remarks 

o the Asgardian Standards themselves, 
▪ which contain the ID, version, date, status, context, articles and optionally 

appendices 
▪ and are accompanied by a Confirmation Statement (when they are accepted 

and thus definitive) and optionally by attached files 

• administration of Confirmation Statements 
o each Confirmation Statement has a unique ID 

▪ the ID starts with “CS” 
▪ and ends with an Activity ID 

o a Confirmation Statement contains among others 
▪ the Confirmation Statement ID, version, date, approval state 
▪ the Entity to be established 
▪ the Confirmation Committee (a set of names) 
▪ the actual confirmation 
▪ the signatures of all the members of the Confirmation Committee (original 

document + scans with the signatures) 

• administration of the Pre-AIS Work Program 
o every half year a report is created with the results of the “Procedure: Pre-AIS Work 

Program Execution” 
o the current versions of all documents are added to this report and the combination 

is stored in a secure location, as a backup 
o additional separate backups are performed regularly 

 
The documentation set of the Pre-AIS consists of: 

• the Pre-AIS Handbook (= this document) 

• a presentation on the Pre-AIS ("Pre-AIS Summary") 

• all Asgardian Standards plus their administration 

• Conformation Statements 
o consisting of the original document, with  

▪ the Activity ID 
▪ the list of members of the Confirmation Committee 
▪ a summary 
▪ the Entity that it confirms (for example an Asgardian Standard) 

o and per member of the Confirmation Committee a scan of the page with the 
autograph of that member 

• the administration of the Activities 

• the administration of the Pre-AIS itself, including the Pre-AIS Logbook 

• Pre-AIS start-up documentation: 
o Initial Confirmation Statement 
o Pre-AIS Handbook 1.0 
o a first set of Asgardian Transitional Standards 

• the website 
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Version numbering:  

• a version number is specified as: 
  X.Y 
where “.” is a dot 
and X and Y are integers with value 0 or higher 
and both X and Y can become larger than 9 (so for example “3.14” is possible) 

• note that for some documents, like the Logbook, version numbering is not relevant;  
for such documents, X.Y is replaced by YYMMDD, where YY = year, MM = month and 
DD = date 

 
File names: 

• Asgardian Standard file names are:  
  Pre-AIS_ID_name_vX-Y 
where ID = Asgardian Standard ID (see above; starts with “AS” or “ATS”), 
name is derived from the summary of the Asgardian Standard definition, 
and X-Y is derived from version X.Y (note the dash and the dot) 

• Confirmation Statement filenames are:  
  Pre-AIS_ID_name_vX-Y 
where the ID is a Confirmation Statement ID (see above; starts with “CS”) 
and name and X-Y are similar to above 

• Audit Report filenames are:  
  Pre-AIS_ID_name_vX-Y 
where ID = the Audit Report ID (see above; starts with “AR”) 
and name and X-Y are similar to above 
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7. Financial aspects 

The staff of the Pre-AIS Management Team, the ACQia, the Pre-ACQia Treasurer, the 
Establishment Committees and the Confirmation Committees are all volunteers. The 
expectation (and goal) is that Pre-AIS activities take relatively little time, it’s a learning 
experience, we’re preparing for the AIS and all involved staff will be either from Cabinet or 
Parliament and thus already get paid. 
 
An Audit (by the Pre-ACQia) does have to be paid by its requestor, but it will be a very minimal 
amount (10 Solar). The goal of this is to implement and test the payment structure, including 
the ‘taxes’ and the distribution of the income.  
 
The received fee for the Audit will be spread among: 

• the Pre-ACQia 

• the relevant Establishment Committee(s) 

• the Pre-ACQia Treasurer, the Pre-ACQia Management Team, the Pre-AIS Management 
Team and the relevant Confirmation Committees(s) 

The exact distribution depends on the amount of time and effort the corresponding party has 
spent and is determined (and explicitly motivated) by the Pre-ACQia Treasurer. 
The ‘taxes’ are handled according to the Asgardia Tax Law. 
Effectively, the current account balance of the Pre-AIS will be zero most of the time. 
 
Once the AIS is established, the fee will rise, up to a point that the AIS and the ACQia become 
financially self-supporting, including reasonable compensations for all involved staff. 
 
 

8. Preparation for the AIS 

The Pre-AIS and the Pre-ACQia are the precursors of the AIS and the ACQia. Once the 
“Asgardia Standards Act” has been accepted and formalized, the Pre-AIS will be converted 
into the AIS, which will then migrate all Asgardian Transitional Standards into Asgardian 
Standards. Also, the Pre-ACQia will be converted into the ACQia. With the Act, compliance to 
Asgardian Standards, and with that Audits, will become compulsory. By then, the Audit fees 
(homologation fees) can and will be increased.   
 
The AIS and ACQia will have to be independent of Cabinet and Parliament and this will have 
to be reflected in the staffing of their Management Teams and of the Treasurer.  
 
To explain to organizations and companies within and outside of Asgardia that Asgardian 
Standards exist and compliancy is necessary, and also to be able to become financially self-
supporting, the AIS and the ACQia will be advertised by that time. 
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9. Appendix:  Abbreviations 

The following abbreviations may be used: 

• ACSM = Asgardia Components & Services Marketplace 

• ACQia = Institute of Asgardia for the Assurance of Compliance and Quality 

• AIS = Asgardia Institute of Standards 

• AMIA  = Asgardia Manufacturing & Integration Approach 

• APMF  = Asgardian Project Management Framework 

• AS  = Asgardian Standard 

• ATS = Asgardian Transitional Standard 

• CC  = Confirmation Committee 

• CS  = Confirmation Statement 

• EC  = Establishment Committee 

• IPFAMIA  = Institute for the Promotion and Facilitation of AMIA 

• MT  = Management Team 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(End of this document) 
 


